
 

Be Armed. Be Informed.  Follow the Blog! 

https://www.gunownersca.com/blog/ 

 

GUN OWNERS OF CALIFORNIA “GUEST BLOGGER” INFORMATION 

Thanks for taking the time to contact Gun Owners of California (GOC) regarding information on submitting a guest post on our blog.  We 

are honored to have been named one of the top blogs for gun enthusiasts by Ammunition Depot, GunSafeAble and Feedspot.   

GOC is the oldest pro-gun political action committee in the United States of America, having been at the forefront of the battle 

since assaults on the 2nd Amendment began.  Employing a strong, three-pronged approach to beating back attack on the 

Constitutionally protected right to keep and bear arms, GOC is actively involved:  

• In the legislative halls, testifying and serving as a critical resource to policy makers. 

• In the courts, filing amicus briefs in California and other states as well as before the U.S. Supreme Court. 

• At the ballot box – raising money to elect pro-gun candidates and to defeat the bad guys.   
 

NOTE: If you aren’t with us on these issues, then you likely aren’t a good fit for a guest post.  We aren’t interested in submissions that 

pertain to other matters.  Our audience includes gun rights advocates, outdoor sportsmen and women, political activists and many 

other Tom, Dick and Harriet gun owners - virtually every demographic out there.   

Does GOC have guidelines as to who can submit guest articles?  We are open to most contributions so long as they are not in conflict 

with the mission and goals of GOC.  We do not pay for guest posts. 

What about guidelines on content?  Again, it must be relevant to the 2nd Amendment. As a political action committee, our content 

pertains to current events as they relate to gun ownership, but we may publish other subject matters if GOC deems appropriate.  We 

aren’t interested in anything that is self or sales promoting.  Our readers will see through that in no time. 

You don’t need to be a Harvard grad to write for us, but we do insist on content that is grammatically correct (including spelling), 

concise, with more than just opinions; we want thought-provoking substance and supportable facts (citations and links will be checked 

out).  Be humorous and provocative but profanity and personal attacks are a no no. 

Also, even though we focus our efforts on California, we are interested in solid news and content from around the globe.  We prefer 

posts that are original (we use  Copyscape to determine if something has been regurgitated one too many times).   We do not accept 

press releases. 

Posts should be between 500 – 800 words, give or take.  If sending images, provide attribution.  Links should be embedded (will be 

checked for appropriate linkage). 

Provide in Word.doc format.  No PDFs please. 

Author must provide a brief professional description, email address.  Links to a personal website may be included.  

Finally, we reserve the right to edit headlines and content, but will resist unless necessary.  

PLEASE NOTE:  Turn-around time whether a submission is accepted is fluid for the simple reason that blog content is generally dictated 

by the news of the day.  GOC staff will review and will do our best to inform writers in a timely manner.  When possible and if 

appropriate, we may provide feedback. Thanks for your interest! 
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